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ITU (International Telecommunication Union) is the United Nations Specialized Agency in the field of
telecommunications. The ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is a permanent organ of the ITU.
Some 179 member countries, 84 telecom operating entities, 145 scientific and industrial organizations and
38 international organizations participate in ITU-T which is the body which sets world telecommunications standards
(Recommendations).
The approval of Recommendations by the Members of ITU-T is covered by the procedure laid down in WTSC
Resolution No. 1 (Helsinki, 1993). In addition, the World Telecommunication Standardization Conference (WTSC),
which meets every four years, approves Recommendations submitted to it and establishes the study programme for the
following period.
In some areas of information technology which fall within ITU-T’s purview, the necessary standards are prepared on a
collaborative basis with ISO and IEC. The text of ITU-T Recommendation X.680, Amendment 1, was approved on
10th of April 1995. The identical text is also published as ISO/IEC International Standard 8824-1.

___________________

NOTE
In this Recommendation, the expression “Administration” is used for conciseness to indicate both a telecommunication
administration and a recognized private operating agency.

 ITU 1996
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or utilized in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying and microfilm, without permission in writing from the ITU.
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3UMMARY
The ASN.1 rules of extensibility describe how to write an ASN.1 module so as to permit a phased migration to a new
version of an ASN.1 specification.
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)NTRODUCTION
This Recommendation | International Standard documents the changes to ITU-T Rec. X.680 | ISO/IEC 8824-1 needed to
support the ASN.1 Rules of Extensibility.
The ASN.1 Rules of Extensibility describes how to write an ASN.1 module in such a way as to allow a phased migration
to a new version of an ASN.1 specification. The new version may differ from the previous version by new components
being added to a SET, SEQUENCE or CHOICE, new enumerations being added to an enumerated type, and constraints
on a subtype specification being relaxed. A phased migration to the new version of the ASN.1 specification allows
communicating peers throughout a network to simultaneously have differing knowledge of the set of values allowed in
the abstract syntax, yet be able to communicate without the knowledge by any peer that its peer has a different
understanding of what the set of values in the abstract syntax is.
For example, initially peers A, B, C and D may have identical views of the types of values that can be exchanged.
Assuming that the ASN.1 specification that describes these values was originally defined with extensibility in mind, it
can be extended by adding new components to a SEQUENCE, for example, thereby creating a new version of the ASN.1
specification. Peers A and B may immediately adopt the new version, while peers C and D continue using the old
version, yet all four peers can continue communicating with one another without difficulty because the SEQUENCE was
originally defined as being extensible. When peers A and B exchange a value of the newly extended SEQUENCE they
will both see values for the new components that were added to the SEQUENCE (provided they are sent). When peer A
(or B) sends a message containing the newly added components to peer C (or D), the message will appear to C at the
abstract level (i.e. after the message has been decoded) without any of the newly added components; only the original
components in the SEQUENCE will be seen. When peer C (or D) sends a message to peer A (or B), the message will (of
course) not contain any of the new components, however, it will appear to A as though a peer using the same version of
the ASN.1 specification as A (e.g. B) had sent the message with all of the new components missing. Peers C and D
continue to exchange messages with each other the way they always did.
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Superseded by a more recent version

ISO/IEC 8824-1 : 1995/Amd.1 : 1995 (E)

ITU-T Rec. X.680 (1994)/Amd.1 (1995 E)

Superseded by a more recent version
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3COPE

This Recommendation | International Standard documents the changes to ITU-T Rec. X.680 | ISO/IEC 8824-1 needed to
support the ASN.1 Rules of Extensibility.



.ORMATIVE REFERENCES

The following Recommendations and International Standards contain provisions which, through reference in this text,
constitute provisions of this Recommendation | International Standard. At the time of publication, the editions indicated
were valid. All Recommendations and Standards are subject to revision, and parties to agreements based on this
Recommendation | International Standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent
editions of the Recommendations and Standards listed below. Members of IEC and ISO maintain registers of currently
valid International Standards. The Telecommunications Standardization Bureau of the ITU maintains a list of currently
valid ITU-T Recommendations.





)DENTICAL 2ECOMMENDATIONS \ )NTERNATIONAL 3TANDARDS
–

ITU-T Recommendation X.680 (1994) | ISO/IEC 8824-1:1995, )NFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
.OTATION /NE !3.  3PECIFICATION OF BASIC NOTATION

!BSTRACT 3YNTAX

–

ITU-T Recommendation X.682 (1994) | ISO/IEC 8824-3:1995, )NFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
.OTATION /NE !3.  #ONSTRAINT SPECIFICATION

!BSTRACT 3YNTAX

–

ITU-T Recommendation X.683 (1994) | ISO/IEC 8824-4:1995, )NFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
.OTATION /NE !3.  0ARAMETERIZATION OF !3. SPECIFICATIONS

!BSTRACT 3YNTAX

–

ITU-T Recommendation X.690 (1994) | ISO/IEC 8825-1:1995, )NFORMATION TECHNOLOGY !3. ENCODING
RULES 3PECIFICATION OF "ASIC %NCODING 2ULES "%2 #ANONICAL %NCODING 2ULES #%2 AND $ISTINGUISHED
%NCODING 2ULES $%2 

–

ITU-T Recommendation X.691 (1995) | ISO/IEC 8825-2:1995, )NFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
RULES 3PECIFICATION OF 0ACKED %NCODING 2ULES 0%2 

!3. ENCODING

#HANGES TO )NTRODUCTION

[!DD THE FOLLOWING TEXT TO THE )NTRODUCTION OF )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#   IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE EXISTING
PARAGRAPH WHICH BEGINS #LAUSES  TO  ]
An ASN.1 specification will initially be produced with a set of fully defined ASN.1 types. At a later stage, however, it
may be necessary to change those types (usually by the addition of extra components in a sequence or set type ). If this is
to be possible in such a way that implementations using the old type definitions can interwork with implementations
using the new type definitions in a defined way, encoding rules need to provide appropriate support. The ASN.1 notation
supports the inclusion of an EXTENSION MARKER on a number of types. This signals to encoding rules the intention of the
designer that this type is one of a series of related types (i.e. versions of the same initial type) called an EXTENSION SERIES,
and that the encoding rules are required to enable information transfer between implementations using different types
that are related by being part of the same extension series.
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#HANGES TO $EFINITIONS

[!DD THE FOLLOWING NEW DEFINITIONS TO )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#   MAINTAINING THE ALPHABETICAL ORDER OF
DEFINITIONS IN )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#   .OTE THAT THE ALPHABETIC CHARACTER APPEARING IN THE CLAUSE NUMBERS
BELOW WILL BE CHANGED TO AN APPROPRIATE NUMERIC CHARACTER WHEN THE DEFINITIONS ARE ADDED TO THE BASE DOCUMENT]
A
EXTENSION SERIES: A series of ASN.1 types which can be ordered in such a way that each successive type in the
series is formed by the addition of text to the end of the type notation of the immediately preceding type in the series.
NOTE – Both nested and unnested types can be extended.

B
series.

EXTENSION MARKER: A syntactic flag (an ellipsis) that is included in all types that form part of an extension

C
EXTENSION ROOT: An extensible type that is the first type in an extension series. It carries the extension marker
with no additional notation other than comments and whitespace between the extension marker and the matching “}”
or “)”.
NOTE – Only an extension root can be the first type in an extension series.

D
EXTENSION ADDITION: One of the added notations in an extension series. For set types and sequence types, each
extension addition is the addition of a single element. For enumerated types it is the addition of a single further
enumeration. For choice types it is the addition of a single further choice. For a constraint it is the addition of a subtype
element.
NOTE – Extension additions are both textually ordered (following the extension marker) and logically ordered (having
increasing tags or enumeration values).

E
EXTENSION RELATED: Two types that have the same extension root, and where one was created by adding zero or
more extension additions to the other.
F

EXTENSIBLE TYPE: A type with an extension marker.

G

EXTENSIBLE CONSTRAINT: A subtype constraint with an extension marker.



4HE !3. MODEL OF TYPE EXTENSION

[!DD THIS TEXT AS A NEW CLAUSE BEFORE CLAUSE  OF )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#   USING THE SAME CLAUSE HEADING AS
THIS CLAUSE]
When decoding an extensible type, a decoder may detect:
a)

the absence of expected extension additions in a sequence or set type; or

b)

the presence of arbitrary unexpected extension additions above those defined (if any) in a sequence or set
type, or of an unknown alternative in a choice type, or an unknown enumeration in an enumerated type, or
of an unexpected length or value of a type whose constraint is extensible.

In formal terms, an abstract syntax defined by the extensible type "X" contains not only the values of type "X", but also
the values of all types that are extension-related to "X". Thus, the decoding process never signals an error when either of
the above situations (a or b) is detected. The action that is taken in each situation is a matter for the application layer
designer to specify.
NOTE – Frequently the action will be to ignore the presence of unexpected additional extensions, and to use a default
value or a "missing" indicator for expected extension additions that are absent.

Unexpected extension additions detected by a decoder in an extensible type can later be included in a subsequent
encoding of that type (for transmission back to the sender, or to some third party), provided that the same transfer syntax
is used on the subsequent transmission.



%XTENSIBILITY REQUIREMENTS ON ENCODING RULES

[!DD THIS TEXT AS A NEW CLAUSE TO )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#   BEFORE CLAUSE  AND AFTER THE NEWLY ADDED CLAUSE
ABOVE USING THE SAME CLAUSE HEADING AS THIS CLAUSE]
2
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All ASN.1 encoding rules shall allow the encoding of values of an extensible type "X" in such a way that they
can be decoded using an extensible type "Y" that is extension-related to "X". Further, the encoding rules shall allow the
values that were decoded using "Y" to be re-encoded (using "Y") and decoded using a third extensible type "Z" that is
extension related to "Y" (and hence "X" also).
NOTE – Types "X", "Y" and "Z" may appear in any order in the extension series.

If a value of an extensible type "X" is encoded and then relayed (directly or through a relaying application using
extension-related type "Z") to another application that decodes the value using extensible type "Y" that is extensionrelated to "X", then the decoder using type "Y" obtains an abstract value composed of:
a)

n abstract value of the extension root type;

b)

n abstract value of each extension addition that is present in both "X" and "Y";

c)

delimited encoding for each extension addition (if any) that is in "X" but not in "Y".

The encodings in c) shall be capable of being included in a later encoding of a value of "Y", if so required by the
application. That encoding shall be a valid encoding of a value of "X".
4UTORIAL EXAMPLE: If system A is using an extensible root type (type "X") that is a sequence type or a set type with an
extension addition of an optional integer type, while system B is using an extension-related type (type "Y") that has two
extension additions where each is an optional integer type, then transmission by B of a value of "Y" which omits the
integer value of the first extension addition and includes the second must not be confused by A with the presence of the
first (only) extension addition of "X" that it knows about. Moreover, A must be able to re-encode the value of "X" with a
value present for the first integer type, followed by the second integer value received from B, if so required by the
application protocol.

All ASN.1 encoding rules shall specify the encoding and decoding of the value of an enumerated type and a
choice type in such a way that if a transmitted value is in the set of extension additions held in common by the encoder
and the decoder, then it is successfully decoded, otherwise it shall be possible for the decoder to delimit the encoding of
it and to identify it as a value of an (unknown) extension addition.

All ASN.1 encoding rules shall specify the encoding and decoding of types with extensible constraints in such
a way that if a transmitted value is in the set of extension additions held in common by the encoder and the decoder, then
it is successfully decoded, otherwise it shall be possible for the decoder to delimit the encoding of and to identify it as a
value of an (unknown) extension addition.
In all cases, the presence of extension additions shall not affect the ability to recognize later material when a type with an
extension marker is nested inside some other type.
NOTE – All variants of the Basic Encoding Rules of ASN.1 and the Packed Encoding Rules of ASN.1 satisfy all these
requirements.



#HANGES TO -ODULE $EFINITION

[#HANGE THE PRODUCTIONS IN  OF )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#   TO READ]
-ODULE$EFINITION 
-ODULE)DENTIFIER
$%&).)4)/.3
4AG$EFAULT
%XTENSION$EFAULT

"%').
-ODULE"ODY
%.$
%XTENSION$EFAULT 
%84%.3)"),)49 )-0,)%$ \ EMPTY

[!LL OTHER PRODUCTIONS IN  REMAIN THE SAME]
[)NSERT A NEW CLAUSE AFTER  IN )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#  ]
 BIS The "EXTENSIBILITY IMPLIED" option is equivalent to the textual insertion of an extension marker (...) in
the definition of each type in the module for which it is permitted. The absence of "EXTENSIBILITY IMPLIED" means
that extensibility is only provided for those types within the module where an extension marker is explicitly present.
NOTE – "EXTENSIBILITY IMPLIED" affects only types. It has no effect on object sets.
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#HANGE TO PRODUCTION FOR 6ALUE3ET

[2EPLACE THE PRODUCTION FOR 6ALUE3ET IN  OF )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#   WITH]
6ALUE3ET  [ %LEMENT3ET3PECS ]



#HANGE TO DEFINITION OF TYPES AND VALUES

[)NSERT A NEW  IN )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#  ]

The implied or explicit presence of an extension marker in the definition of a type has no effect on the value
notation. That is, the value notation for a type with an extension marker is exactly the same as if the extension marker
was absent.



#HANGES TO %.5-%2!4%$

[#HANGE THE PRODUCTION IN CLAUSE  IN )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#   TO READ]
%NUMERATED4YPE  %.5-%2!4%$ [ %NUMERATIONS ]
%NUMERATIONS  2OOT%NUMERATION \
2OOT%NUMERATION    \
2OOT%NUMERATION      !DDITIONAL%NUMERATION
2OOT%NUMERATION  %NUMERATION
!DDITIONAL%NUMERATION  %NUMERATION

[%NUMERATION IS DEFINED AS IT IS NOW]
[#HANGE .OTE  OF  TO READ]
2
The numeric values inside the "NamedNumber"s in the "RootEnumeration" are not necessarily ordered or contiguous,
and the numeric values inside the "NamedNumber"s in the "AdditionalEnumeration" are not necessarily contiguous.

[!DD THE FOLLOWING TEXT AFTER ]
 BIS The value of each new "AdditionalEnumeration" shall be greater than all previously defined
"AdditionalEnumeration"s in the type.
 TER When a "NamedNumber" is used in defining an "AdditionalEnumeration" the value associated with it shall be
different from the value of all previously defined "EnumerationItem"s (in this type) regardless of whether the previously
defined "EnumerationItem"s occur in the enumeration root or not. For example:
!  %.5-%2!4%$ [A
"  %.5-%2!4%$ [A
#  %.5-%2!4%$ [A
$  %.5-%2!4%$ [A

B 
B 
B
B 

INVALID SINCE BOTH A AND C EQUAL 
INVALID SINCE BOTH C AND D EQUAL 
VALID C  
VALID C  

C ]
C D ]
 C ]
C ]

 QUATER The value associated with the first "AdditionalEnumeration" alternative that is an "identifier" (not a
"NamedNumber") shall be the smallest value for which (a) an "EnumerationItem" is not defined in the
"RootEnumeration" and (b) all preceding "EnumerationItem"s in the "AdditionalEnumeration" (if any) are smaller. For
example, the following are all valid:
!  %.5-%2!4%$ [A
"  %.5-%2!4%$ [A
#  %.5-%2!4%$ [A
$  %.5-%2!4%$ [A



C
D
D
D

B  C]
B C  D]
B  C D]
Z  D]

#HANGES TO 3%15%.#%

[#HANGE THE PRODUCTION IN CLAUSE  IN )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#   TO READ]
3EQUENCE4YPE  3%15%.#% [ ] \
3%15%.#% [ %XTENSION!ND%XCEPTION ] \
3%15%.#% [ #OMPONENT4YPE,ISTS ]
%XTENSION!ND%XCEPTION   \  %XCEPTION3PEC

4
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#OMPONENT4YPE,ISTS  2OOT#OMPONENT4YPE,IST \
2OOT#OMPONENT4YPE,IST   %XTENSION!ND%XCEPTION \
2OOT#OMPONENT4YPE,IST   %XTENSION!ND%XCEPTION   !DDITIONAL#OMPONENT4YPE,IST \
%XTENSION!ND%XCEPTION   !DDITIONAL#OMPONENT4YPE,IST
2OOT#OMPONENT4YPE,IST  #OMPONENT4YPE,IST
!DDITIONAL#OMPONENT4YPE,IST  #OMPONENT4YPE,IST

[#OMPONENT4YPE,IST IS DEFINED AS NOW]
NOTE – "ComponentType"s that are not marked OPTIONAL or DEFAULT in the "AdditionalComponentTypeList"
should always be encoded, except when the presentation data value is being relayed from a sender that is using an earlier version of
the abstract syntax in which the "ComponentType" is not defined.

[2EPLACE THE FIRST SENTENCE OF  WITH THE FOLLOWING]
"Type" in the "COMPONENTS OF Type" notation shall be a sequence type that itself contains no extension marker, but
it may include components that do.
[#REATE A NEW CLAUSE AFTER  WITH THE FOLLOWING]
 BIS The "COMPONENTS OF Type" notation shall not be used in "AdditionalComponentTypeList".



#HANGES TO 3%4

[#HANGE THE PRODUCTION IN CLAUSE  IN )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#   TO READ]
3ET4YPE  3%4 [ ] \
3%4 [ %XTENSION!ND%XCEPTION ] \
3%4 [ #OMPONENT4YPE,ISTS ]

"ComponentTypeLists" is specified in 22.1.
[2EPLACE THE FIRST SENTENCE OF  WITH THE FOLLOWING]
If a "Type" contains an extension marker and that "Type" is used as the "Type" in a "COMPONENTS OF Type", the
extension marker is not visible to the "COMPONENTS OF Type". Thus, for the purposes of the "COMPONENTS OF
Type" the "Type" is treated as though it was not defined with an extension marker.
[!DD THE FOLLOWING TEXT AFTER ]
 BIS The tag of each new "ComponentType" added to the "AdditionalComponentTypeList" shall be canonically
greater (see 6.4) than those of the other components in the "AdditionalComponentTypeList", and shall occur last in the
set type.
[-ODIFY CLAUSE  TO SAY]


Subclauses 22.2, 22.2 BIS and 22.6-22.10 also apply to set types.



#HANGES TO #(/)#%

[#HANGE THE PRODUCTION IN CLAUSE  IN )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#   TO READ]
#HOICE4YPE  #(/)#% [ !LTERNATIVE4YPE,ISTS ]
!LTERNATIVE4YPE,ISTS 
2OOT!LTERNATIVE4YPE,IST \
2OOT!LTERNATIVE4YPE,IST   %XTENSION!ND%XCEPTION \
2OOT!LTERNATIVE4YPE,IST   %XTENSION!ND%XCEPTION   !DDITIONAL!LTERNATIVE4YPE,IST
2OOT!LTERNATIVE4YPE,IST  !LTERNATIVE4YPE,IST
!DDITIONAL!LTERNATIVE4YPE,IST  !LTERNATIVE4YPE,IST

[!LTERNATIVE4YPE,IST IS DEFINED AS NOW]
[!DD THE FOLLOWING TEXT AFTER ]
 BIS The tag of each new "NamedType" added to the "AdditionalAlternativeTypeList" shall be canonically greater
(see 6.4) than those of the other components of the "AdditionalAlternativeTypeList", and shall be the last "NamedType"
in the choice type.
)45 4 2EC 8  !MD  %
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[-ODIFY  CHANGING Where this type is used  TO]
When this type does not have an extension marker and is used ...
[-ODIFY  ADDING NEW TEXT AT THE END OF THE FIRST SENTENCE TO SAY]
When this type has an extension marker, it shall not be used where this International Standard requires distinct tags
(see 22.5, 24.3, 26.2).



#HANGES TO #ONSTRAINED 4YPES

[2EPLACE THE LAST TWO SENTENCES OF  OF )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#   WITH]
"ExceptionSpec" is defined in clause 43. Unless it is used in conjunction with an "extension marker" (see clause 44 BIS),
it shall only be present if the "ConstraintSpec" includes an occurrence of "DummyReference" (see 8.4 of ITU-T
Rec. X.683 | ISO/IEC 8824-4) or is a "UserDefinedConstraint" (see ITU-T Rec. X.682 | ISO/IEC 8824-3, clause 9).
[#HANGE THE PRODUCTION IN  IN )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#   TO READ]
3UBTYPE#ONSTRAINT  %LEMENT3ET3PECS



#HANGES TO EXCEPTION IDENTIFIER

[!DD TWO NEW SUBCLAUSES  AND  TO )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#  ]

Where a type is constrained by multiple constraints, more than one of which has an exception identifier, then
the exception identifier in the outermost constraint shall be regarded as the exception identifier for that type.

Where an exception marker is present on types that are used in set arithmetic, the exception identifier is
ignored and is not inherited by the type being constrained as a result of the set arithmetic.



#HANGES TO ELEMENT SET SPECIFICATION

[!DD IMMEDIATELY IN FRONT OF THE PRODUCTION %LEMENT3ET3PEC IN  IN )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#  ]
%LEMENT3ET3PECS 
2OOT%LEMENT3ET3PEC \
2OOT%LEMENT3ET3PEC    \
   !DDITIONAL%LEMENT3ET3PEC \
2OOT%LEMENT3ET3PEC      !DDITIONAL%LEMENT3ET3PEC
2OOT%LEMENT3ET3PEC  %LEMENT3ET3PEC
!DDITIONAL%LEMENT3ET3PEC  %LEMENT3ET3PEC
NOTE – The elements that are referenced by "ElementSetSpecs" is the union of the elements referenced by the
"RootElementSetSpec" and "AdditionalElementSetSpec".

[!DD A NEW CLAUSE  BIS AND THE FOLLOWING SUBCLAUSES IN )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#  ]

 BIS

4HE EXTENSION MARKER

NOTE – Like the constraint notation in general, the extension marker has no effect on some encoding rules of ASN.1, such
as the Basic Encoding Rules, but does on others, such as the Packed Encoding Rules.


The extension marker, ellipsis, is an indication that extension additions are expected. It makes no statement as
to how such additions should be handled other than that they shall not be treated as an error during the decoding process.

The joint use of the extension marker and an exception identifier is an indication that extension additions are
expected and thus should not be treated as an error in the decoding process, and that the application standards prescribes
specific action to be taken by the application if there is a constraint violation. It is recommended that this notation be
used in those situations where store and forward or any other form of relaying is in use, so as to indicate that any
unrecognized extension additions are to be returned to the application for possible re-encoding and relaying.

Set arithmetic, if any, in the "ElementSetSpecs" notation shall be performed without consideration given to the
presence of the extension marker.
NOTE – In other words, the presence of an extension marker has no effect on set arithmetic.
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If a type defined with an extensible constraint is referenced in a "ContainedSubtype", the newly defined type
does not inherit the extension marker. If the newly defined type is meant to be extensible then an extension marker shall
be explicitly added to its "ElementSetSpecs". For example:
!  ).4%'%2  
"  ).4%'%2 !
#  ).4%'%2 ! 

! IS EXTENSIBLE
" IS INEXTENSIBLE
# IS EXTENSIBLE


If a type defined with an extensible constraint is further constrained with an "ElementSetSpecs" that does not
contain an extension marker, the resulting type is one whose constraint is not extensible. For example:
!  ).4%'%2  
"  ! 
#  !

- ! IS EXTENSIBLE

" IS INEXTENSIBLE
# IS EXTENSIBLE


Components of a set, sequence or choice type that are constrained to be absent shall not be present, regardless
of whether the set, sequence or choice type is an extensible type.
NOTE – Inner type constraints have no effect on extensibility.

For example:
!  3%15%.#% [
A ).4%'%2
B "//,%!. /04)/.!,

]
"  ! 7)4( #/-0/.%.43 [B !"3%.4]

- " IS EXTENSIBLE BUT B SHALL NOT BE
- PRESENT IN ANY OF ITS VALUES

)45 4 2EC 8  !MD  %
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[!DD THE FOLLOWING TUTORIAL ANNEX TO )45 4 2EC 8 \ )3/)%#  ]

!NNEX !
4UTORIAL ANNEX ON THE !3. MODEL OF TYPE EXTENSION
(This annex does not form an integral part of this Recommendation | International Standard)

!

/VERVIEW

!
It can happen that an ASN.1 type evolves over time from an EXTENSION ROOT type by means of a series of
extensions called EXTENSION ADDITIONS.
!
An ASN.1 type available to a particular implementation may be the extension root type, or may be the
extension root type plus one or more extension additions. Each such ASN.1 type that contains an extension addition also
contains all previously defined extension additions.
!
The ASN.1 type definitions in this series are said to be EXTENSION RELATED (see clause 3.8.e for a more precise
definition of "extension-related"), and encoding rules are required to encode extension-related types in a such a way that
if two systems are using two different types which are extension-related, transmissions between the two systems will
successfully transfer the information content of those parts of the extension-related types that are common to the two
systems. It is also required that those parts that are not common to both systems can be delimited and retransmitted
(perhaps to a third party) on a subsequent transmission, provided the same transfer syntax is used.
NOTE – The sender may be using a type that is either earlier or later in the series of extension additions.

!
The series of types obtained by progressively adding to a root type is called an EXTENSION SERIES. In order for
encoding rules to make appropriate provision for transmissions of extension-related types (which may require more bits
on the line), such types (including the extension root type) need to be syntactically flagged. The flag is an ellipsis (...),
and is called an EXTENSION MARKER.
EXAMPLE:
2OOT TYPE

ST EXTENSION

ND EXTENSION

3%15%.#% [
A ).4%'%2

]

3%15%.#% [
A ).4%'%2

B "//,%!.
C ).4%'%2
]

3%15%.#% [
A
).4%'%2

B
"//,%!.
C
).4%'%2
D
2%!,
]

!
The specification of the extension root type appears before/above the ASN.1 extension marker, and the
extension additions appear after/below it.
!
A type that has an extension marker can be nested inside a type that has none, or it can be nested within a type
in an extension root, or it can be nested in a type that is an extension addition. In such cases the extension series are
treated independently, and the nested type with the extension marker has no impact on the type within which it is nested.
Only one ellipsis (i.e. extension marker) can appear in any specific construct.
!
A new type in the extension series is defined in terms of a single extension addition to the previous type in the
extension series. This does not prevent multiple extension additions from being made in successive publications of some
particular Recommendation | International Standard.
!
While the normal practice will be for extension additions to be added over time, the underlying ASN.1 model
and specification does not involve time. Two types are extension-related if one can be "grown" from the other by
extension additions. That is, one contains all the components of the other. There may be types that have to be "grown" in
the opposite direction (although this is unlikely). It could even be that, over time, a type STARTS with a lot of extension
additions which were progressively removed! All that ASN.1 and its encoding rules care about is whether a pair of type
specifications are extension-related or not. If they are, then ALL ASN.1 encoding rules will ensure interworking between
their users.
8
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!
We start with a type and then decide whether we are going to want interworking with earlier versions if we
later have to extend it. If so, we include the extension marker NOW. We can then add later extension additions to the type
without changing the bits on the line for earlier values, and with defined handling of extended values by earlier systems.
It is, however, important to note that adding an extension marker to a type that was previously without one (or removing
an extension marker) WILL in general change the bits on the line and will prevent interworking. Such a change generally
requires a version number change in all affected protocols.
! The following table shows the ASN.1 types that can form the extension root type of an ASN.1 extension
series, and the nature of the single extension addition that is permitted for that type (multiple extension additions can of
course be made in succession or together):
%XTENSION ADDITIONS
Extension root type

Nature of extension addition

ENUMERATED

Addition of a single further enumeration at the end of the "AdditionalEnumeration"s, with an
enumeration value greater than that of any enumeration already added.

SEQUENCE and SET

Addition of a single "Component" to the end of the "AdditionalComponentTypeList". Note that there
is no requirement for the added "ComponentType" to be marked OPTIONAL or DEFAULT, although
this will often be the case.

CHOICE

Addition of a single "NamedType" to the end of the "AdditionalAlternativeTypeList".

Constraint notation

Addition of a single "AdditionalElementSetSpec" to the "ElementSetSpecs" notation.

!

%FFECTS ON VERSION NUMBERING ETC

!
Where an ASN.1 specification is re-issued with type definitions changed in terms of extension-related type
definitions, then for all purposes these changes do not in themselves require a change in the object identifier of the
module or the version number of the protocol.
!
It may be that for other reasons such changes might be accompanied by version number changes, but this is not
a requirement.
!
By contrast, the addition of an extension marker to a type that previously had none, or the addition of
components to a sequence or set type (for example) with no extension marker, creates a new type which is NOT
extension-related to the old type, and the module containing it should be given a new object identifier, and a new version
number would be appropriate in the associated protocol.

!

2EQUIREMENTS ON ENCODING RULES

!
An abstract syntax can be defined as the values of a single ASN.1 type that is an extensible type. It then
contains all the values that can be obtained by the addition or removal of extension-additions. Such an abstract syntax is
called an extension-related abstract syntax.
!
A set of well-formed encoding rules for an extension-related abstract syntax satisfies the following additional
requirements.
NOTE – All ASN.1 encoding rules satisfy these requirements.

!
The definition of the procedures for transforming an abstract value into an encoding for transfer, and for
transforming a received encoding into an abstract value shall recognize the possibility that the sender and receiver are
using abstract syntaxes that are not identical, but are extension-related.
!
In this case, the encoding rules shall ensure that where the sender has a type specification that is earlier in the
extension series than that of the receiver, values of the sender shall be transferred to the in such a way that the receiver
can determine that extension additions are not present.
!
The encoding rules shall ensure that where the sender has a type specification that is later in the extension
series than that of the receiver, transfer of values of that type to the receiver shall be possible.
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